Annenberg Schedules Replacement for Williams Play
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ROOM SELECTION CHANGES

The second change will place the responsibility forProcessing roommate requests in the hands of the students. Previously, students applied forprivate rooms via a lottery system. roommate draw. Private rooms include all utilities, high-speed internet, and four-bedroom units are now available. The second change will place the responsibility forProcessing roommate requests in the hands of the students. Previously, students applied forprivate rooms via a lottery system. roommate draw. Private rooms include all utilities, high-speed internet, and four-bedroom units are now available.

The private room selection will take place sometime after Spring Break and students will be notified before the end of the Spring term. The private room process will begin when the students are notified. The private room selection will take place sometime after Spring Break and students will be notified before the end of the Spring term. The private room process will begin when the students are notified.

The private room selection will take place sometime after Spring Break and students will be notified before the end of the Spring term. The private room process will begin when the students are notified. The private room selection will take place sometime after Spring Break and students will be notified before the end of the Spring term. The private room process will begin when the students are notified.
Roommates Game

UTV's Newest Hit

Due to favorable response—"Roommates" is being planned for a third game show—"The Dating Game." The potential hit show has been successful in its first two years and is expected to continue in the same vein. "Roommates" is managed to be a new era of entertainment for the entire family.

"Roommates" is a unique game show that features four roommates living together. The show's format is simple: two roommates are paired with two potentials, who are dressed in identical costumes. The potentials are asked a series of questions, and the roommates try to determine the correct answer. The questions range from embarrassing to humorous, and the roommates are given a time limit to respond.

The show is broadcast on Sunday and Monday nights, and it has been a massive hit. "Roommates" has been praised for its humor and entertaining format, and it has become a favorite among viewers. The show has even been compared to "The Newlywed Game," with the same amount of excitement and humor.

In summary, "Roommates" is a hit game show that has gained popularity due to its entertaining format and unique questions. It is a must-watch for anyone who enjoys a good laugh and a fun time.
Boycott the Olympics.

By Milton Lewis

The latest Soviet abomination, the invasion of Afghanistan, is not an isolated incident. The United States' boycott of the summer Olympics in Moscow is a very real possibility. This is not to say that it is not justifiable or that support from the United States and the other Western democracies must be kept over the long haul only by policies which they support. The history of free peoples shows that their support is kept only by policies which they can be paid for aggression.

Wanderer

By Gregg Credle

It's like a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field. It's a walk to the stadium, greens, a breeze around the world, on the sports field.
Annual DP Banquet

(Continued from page 1)

put it down."

The featured speaker of the evening, Philadelphia Inquirer Executive Editor Roger Robert, said that the paper is still ten to 20 years away from announcing the winner of the 1983 Pulitzer Prize.

The two girls said that, although the photo exhibit was called "Dreadlocks," they were not aware that it was an artistic or cultural exhibit. They were surprised to learn about the controversy it created.

The two girls said that they were not aware of the controversy surrounding the exhibit and that they were not aware that it was an artistic or cultural exhibit. They were surprised to learn about the controversy it created.

The second policy alteration will use the 20 residence deposits only for fees associated with the University's residences.

The third policy change will require students who wish to retain a room for the second or third years to pay a $50 residence deposit. The deposit will be non-refundable.

When does the training stop and the dean start?
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY SALE!!!

Announcing the introduction of ArtCarved College Rings.

The University of Pennsylvania Bookstore announces the introduction of ArtCarved College Rings. We have selected ArtCarved as an addition to our current lines to offer you an alternative in both style and design. We believe that ArtCarved manufactures a truly fine and different ring - come see them today - there's a sale this week.

Why ArtCarved? ArtCarved is one of the two largest college ring companies in the United States. Some may know the name, because they are also one of the nation’s largest wedding and engagement ring manufacturers. It's because of their expertise in fine jewelry, intricate attention to detail, and the continued making of a fine product that we're proud to offer ArtCarved College Rings to the students of the University of Pennsylvania.

Your ArtCarved College Ring symbolizes PENN PRIDE.

THE DIFFERENT COLLEGE RING

...NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE

Now - college rings that are designed differently - Beyond the traditional, with a classic refinement. A bold, modern touch for men...A beautiful, antique look for women. Come see them today.

INTRODUCTORY SALE:

A FREE RING (SERIOUSLY)

Yes - A free ring. Just bring us your men's gold high school ring, and we'll order a free new Silodium college ring. Or, get a credit of $99.00 toward any gold college ring. Trade-in values also available on women's rings. Hurry - offer good until Friday.

Ring Promo Hours 10 am-4 pm Monday - Friday
Cagers—

Continued from page 3.

"It's a very, very important win for us," said Mike Bernard, assistant coach of the Quakers, who last week won a regionals at Kentucky. "It's an important win for us, because we've been doing a lot of things right, and we're not happy with ourselves. We're not going to let this happen again."

Navy game (Perm's Brat win). It gets even better.

"It's a great win for us," said George Breen. "I knew it would be a close game, and we were able to come back."

The Quakers (4-8 overall) began the season by beating the Red and Blue, 5-4, on Saturday. The victory over the Red was a morale booster for the team.

"We could have run away with the game in the first half," assistant coach Mike Danilack said. "But Quakers Mike Danilack and Paul Little (3) did a good job getting inside against the Villanova defense."

"I was just hoping that we would be able to come back," said Quaker assistant coach Mike Danilack. "That's what we did."

The Quakers started the Quakers off on the right foot, scoring four goals in the first period. "We were able to score four goals in the first half," Danilack said. "That's what we needed to do.""}

Women Cagers 1-1 in NY

By BRYAN HARRIS

The Penn women cagers returned from their trip to New York with a split, winning, 67-67, at the Palestra. The team defeated the Big Red (4-7, 1-2 Ivies) on Sunday, 77-77, and were defeated by the Wildcats (9-1, 3-0) on Friday, 77-77.

"The Quaker defense played extremely well," said Mike Bernard, assistant coach of the Quakers. "Our defense was able to hold Cornell to a meager total of 16 points after the first half.""}

"I was certain what Don would do and I did what I had to do to win," said Friedberg, who was the first to see the game plan which we had laid out," said Bernard. "We were able to beat them because we were able to execute our game plan."
Speedy Cagers Spurt By Pesky Spiders’ Record

ROBYN GILDER

Richardson came to the Palestra as the nation’s leading scorer, averaging 27 points a game. Despite the run, unfortunately for the Spiders, Richardson did not score a point. Instead, center Future Parker opened the game for the Quakers with a bucket, followed by a free throw. After eight minutes, Penn’s lead was limited to only one point. By the end of the first quarter, Penn was still only up by five, and the game was scoreless for the second time. In the second quarter, Richardson continued to struggle, but the Quakers’ defense continued to suffocate the Spiders. By halftime, the score was 35-13, and the Quakers had pushed their lead to 22 points. In the third quarter, Richardson attempted to rally for the Spiders, but the Quakers continued to push their lead. By the end of the third quarter, the score was 76-37, and the Quakers had extended their lead to 39 points. In the fourth quarter, Richardson continued to struggle, and the Quakers continued to push their lead. By the end of the game, the score was 84-68, and the Quakers had won by 16 points. Richardson attempted to rally, but his efforts were not enough to overcome the Quakers’ defense. Despite the loss, the Spiders can be proud of their hard-fought battle. The game was a testament to the Quakers’ defense, and the Spiders’ offense was no match for it. The Quakers’ defense was able to hold Richardson to just 13 points, and the Spiders’ offense struggled to keep up with the Quakers’ defense. The game was a testament to the Quakers’ defense, and the Spiders’ offense struggled to keep up with the Quakers’ defense. The game was a testament to the Quakers’ defense, and the Spiders’ offense struggled to keep up with the Quakers’ defense. The game was a testament to the Quakers’ defense, and the Spiders’ offense struggled to keep up with the Quakers’ defense.